What is the Technique without a Proper Classification?
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Dear Sir,

We read with interest the commentary by Morelli [1] and we are in agreement with the need to investigate the classifications evolution in association with the treatment techniques. This is the important conceptual message which is contained within the commentary. In fact, also in our experience [2], the classification has a significant effect on patient selection and choice of treatment.

Recently, small randomized-controlled trials comparing stapled haemorrhoidopexy (SH) with traditional excisional surgery have shown it to be less painful and that is associated with quick recovery [3-6]. The reports also suggest a better patient's acceptance and a higher compliance with day-case procedures potentially making it more economical. At the same time, several studies comparing SH and Milligan-Morgan (M-M) surgery demonstrated that stapled technique, associated with less pain in the immediate postoperative period, presents a higher risk of recurrence and residual prolapse, with necessity of reintervention and some other symptomatic treatment in long term follow-up [7-9].

Recently, several studies reported a higher percentage of haemorrhoid recurrence after SH, especially in patients with fourth degree haemorrhoids. They suggest that the treatment of second, third and fourth degree haemorrhoids by SH technique, gives optimal results in terms of less postoperative pain, faster return to work and shorter hospital stay, indicating a higher recurrence rate in fourth-degree haemorrhoids patients when the long-term evaluation is considered [8,10,11]. Therefore even if the SH is a safe and effective treatment for haemorrhoids, needs a rigorous patients selection. Furthermore, by applying the SH technique, there is the risk of intraoperative and immediate postoperative complications, such as closing or perforation of rectum, pelvic sepsis and mechanical circular suture dehiscence [10,11].

Basing on the clinical evidence and literature revision, the decision to use SH or M-M, should be primarily based on the priorities and preferences of the patient (pain reduction and a rapid return to work / activities in the short-term, or reduction in the risk of recurrence in the long term), and the preference of the surgeon [12].

A new technique based on doppler-guided ligation of the terminal branches of the superior haemorrhoidal artery was introduced in 1995 as an alternative to haemorrhoidectomy. Several studies reported that there are some terminal branches from the superior rectal artery corresponding to the distribution of the anal cushions which varies widely in number and position.

The rationale of this treatment was later supported by the findings from vascular studies, which demonstrated that patients with haemorrhoids had increased caliber and arterial blood flow of the terminal branch of the superior rectal arteries. Therefore, ligating the arterial supply to haemorrhoidal tissue by suture ligation may improve haemorrhoidal symptoms. DGHAL is most effective for second- or third-degree haemorrhoids.

In a study of Miyamoto et al. [13] is described that there were always more than three (usually six) terminal branches of haemorrhoidal arteries to be ligated, despite the Goligher grade. In their research, the median number of haemorrhoidal arteries increased from three to six with progression of the Goligher grade from Grade 1 to Grade 4. Patients with haemorrhoidal disease have larger diameter vessels and increased blood flow compared with control patients and these changes are more pronounced as the haemorrhoidal grade increases. The diameter or velocity of the haemorrhoidal arteries increases as the haemorrhoidal grade increases, and a power Doppler signal in the haemorrhoidal tissue might be easier to detect with the growth of the haemorrhoid.

Goligher classification does not enable an unique choice of the technique to use, in fact in the second-degree hemorrhoids are indicated the doppler-guided haemorrhoidal artery ligation and only in selected cases M-M; in the third degree hemorrhoids are suggested M-M, SH and the doppler-guided haemorrhoidal artery ligation; in fourth-degree hemorrhoids are indicated M-M and SH [14].

Furthermore different philosophies regarding the pathogenesis of haemorrhoidal disease creates different surgical approaches. Thus, when the supporting tissues of the anal cushions is disintegrated or deteriorated is indicated M-M. In the other hand, the haemorrhoidal prolapse associated with an internal rectal prolapse is suggested the SH. However, an indication space could be reserved for the doppler-guided haemorrhoidal artery ligation when haemorrhoids resulting from the hyperperfusion of arteriovenous plexus within anal cushion.

In conclusion, although there are numerous techniques for the treatment of hemorrhoids, it remains difficult to make a choice for a best technique. This depends on the absence of appropriate and updated haemorrhoids classification that follows the evolution of new techniques. For this reason, we think that a better pre-operative classification could be obtained through an objective method such as the doppler haemorrhoidal artery in vivo evaluation supporting the Goligher classification.
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